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While sitting in a coffee shop one day,
Laura meets an altogether strange and
intriguing man named Daniel. The two
share a deep and intimate conversation,
exploring topics ranging from spiritual to
philosophical subjects and focusing
specifically upon death itself. But before
she leaves, Daniel delivers a warning: Be
careful, one must pay attention to things to
avoid accidents. In a bizarre twist, a gust of
wind traps Lauras arm in a heavy door and
severely injures her, landing her in the
hospital. When Laura tells her best friend,
Lluvia, about Daniel and asks her to bring
him to the hospital, Lluvia is sure her
friend is nuts. Besides, the last thing Lluvia
wants to deal with is a highly spiritual guy
when she believes God abandoned her long
ago. Nevertheless, Lluvia finds Daniel at
the coffee shop and unexpectedly runs into
her ex-boyfriend, Fabian. The experience
so rattles her that she pours out her heart to
Daniel. He engages her in a spiritual
conversation and to her astonishment,
Lluvia actually listens. The experience
leaves both girls wondering just who
Daniel is, and what purpose he serves in
their lives. As the mystery around Daniel
deepens, Laura and Lluvia embark on a
journey of spiritual discovery that will take
them beyond anything they can imagine ...
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